ICD Stackup Planner - offers engineers/PCB designers unprecedented simulation speed, ease of use and accuracy at an affordable price

- 2D (BEM) field solver precision
- Characteristic impedance, edge-coupled & broadside-coupled differential impedance
- Unique field solver computation of multiple differential technologies per stackup
- Heads-up impedance plots of signal and dielectric layers
- User defined dielectric materials library - over 16,250 materials up to 100GHz

ICD PDN Planner - analyze multiple power supplies to maintain low impedance over entire frequency range dramatically improving product performance

- Fast AC impedance analysis with plane resonance
- Definition of plane size/shape, dielectric constant & plane separation for each on-board power supply
- Extraction of plane data from the integrated Stackup Planner
- Definition of voltage regulator, bypass/decoupling capacitors, mounting loop inductance
- Frequency range up to 100GHz
- Extensive Capacitor Library – over 5,250 capacitors derived from SPICE models
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A ground plane in a PCB assembly is a layer of copper that appears to most signals as an infinite ground potential. This helps reduce noise and helps ensure that all integrated circuits within a system compare different signals’ voltages to the same reference potential. Ground planes can also be placed on adjacent layers to power planes, creating a large parallel plate capacitor that helps filter the power supply. It also serves to make the circuit design easier, allowing the designer to ground anything without having to run multiple tracks; the component needing grounding is routed directly to the ground plane on another layer.¹

Hmm! Well, actually, that may be the case with DC or very low frequency and analog circuits, but certainly not when we are talking high-speed design.

In a DC circuit, the return current takes the path of least resistance—sort of like pouring a bucket of water on the ground. The water takes the path of least resistance and follows the troughs to the lowest point. However, at high speed (> 30 MHz) the return current takes the path of least inductance, which just happens to be the reference plane (either ground or power) directly below the trace.

The ground plane is not a dumping ground for unwanted signal returns. Figure 1 is an example of what the ground plane would look like if one reference plane were used for a number of signal layers.

The return currents follow the path of least inductance with the streams of electrons crossing over each other. Although this is probably immeasurable, one would assume that there would be some sort of detrimental interaction (crosstalk) between these streams. This is why each signal layer should have a dedicated reference plane.

One point that always amazes me: designers generally take great care to ensure that matched length signals are routed exactly to length from the driver to the DRR2 device pin, but take no care of the return path of the signal. Current flow is a ‘round trip.’ If it takes one signal longer for the return current to get back to the driver (around a gap in the plane for instance) then there will be skew between the critical timing signals.

When you plan your stackup, be aware of which plane(s) (either power or ground) will be the return path for your critical signals and make sure there is an unobstructed return path. The best way to think of this is to imagine routing a return trace adjacent to each signal trace on the reference plane—where is the best place for the current to flow and is it unobstructed? The reference plane adjacent to each signal layer allows the return current to move in a controlled path.
flow as closely as possible to the signal trace, reducing inductance and loop area.

The ideal high-speed stackup is illustrated in Figure 4. This eight-layer stackup is commonly used for DDR2 & DDR3 designs as each signal layer has a reference plane on both sides, thus avoiding crosstalk from adjacent signal layers and providing a clear return path for the current. This stackup has been built with the ICD Stackup Planner (download from www.icd.com.au).

Layer pairs for routing the memory are 1 & 3 (data lanes & strobes) and 1 & 6 (address bus & clocks), using GND for both reference planes. 90 ohm differential USB signals can be routed on layer 3. Single-ended 50 ohm signals on any layer and differential 100 ohm signals on any other layer.

If possible, we should use the one reference plane for the return path. In this case, we have used GND, but the return path can be any reference plane ground or power. Choosing layer 2 for the reference plane allows the return current to initially follow the signal path on the top surface of the GND plane, then crossing over to the bottom surface through the via antipad so it is as close as possible to the signal path. This is called the ‘skin effect.’ At high frequencies, current doesn’t flow evenly through the entire cross section of the copper plane but is more concentrated at the surface. Because of the skin effect, at high frequencies, the current can’t pass through the copper plane (the plane acts more like a hollow conductor) and has to go from top to bottom surface through the via antipad.

An interesting scenario is if we swap plane layers 4 & 5 (VCC & GND). In this case, VCC would be used for the reference plane in the drawing to the right. So how will the return current get back to the driver from layer 5? It’s a shame that electrons can’t fly. The current will have to go to the nearest DCAP between VCC and GND to jump layers. If there is no DCAP nearby, this may be as far away as the power supply, creating a huge loop area and hence radiation (EMI). Therefore, it is important to place a DCAP close to every via to aid the return signal. That reminds me of another one of my wise sayings: “Wherever there is room, place another DCAP.” You can never have too many.

![Figure 2. The return current for a data signal diverts around the connector antipads in the plane.](image)

![Figure 3. Ideal 8 layer stackup.](image)
In order to change reference planes:

- If there are multiple ground planes, place a stitching via as close as possible to each signal via.
- If power planes are also used as the reference plane, place DCAPs as close as possible to each signal via.

Also, please keep in mind that high-speed signals should not be routed on the outer layers. Embedding the signals between the planes (on layers 3 & 6) reduces the radiation by at least 10 dB. So, fan out from the driver and drop to the internal signal layer routing up to the load through a short stub.

In conclusion, the PCB designer must route the signal trace and mentally route the return path in order to keep flight times tight, crosstalk low and radiation (EMI) to a minimum. The best way to think of this is to imagine routing a return trace adjacent to each signal trace on the reference plane—where is the best place for the current to flow and is it unobstructed?
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Figure 4. Signal and return paths for routing pairs.